Advocating for Reproducibility
As guest editors, we are excited to publish this special double issue of IASSIST Quarterly. The
topics of reproducibility, replicability, and transparency have been addressed in past issues of
IASSIST Quarterly and at the IASSIST conference, but this double issue is entirely focused on
these issues.
In recent years, efforts “to improve the credibility of science by advancing transparency,
reproducibility, rigor, and ethics in research” have gained momentum in the social sciences
(Center for Effective Global Action, 2020). While few question the spirit of the reproducibility
and research transparency movement, it faces significant challenges because it goes against the
grain of established practice.
We believe the data services community is in a unique position to help advance this movement
given our data and technical expertise, training and consulting work, international scope, and
established role in data management and preservation, and more. As evidence of the movement,
several initiatives exist to support research reproducibility infrastructure and data preservation
efforts:
• Center for Open Science (COS) / Open Science Framework (OSF)i
• Berkeley Initiative for Transparency in the Social Sciences (BITSS)ii
• CUrating for REproducibility (CURE)iii
• Project Tieriv
• Data Curation Networkv
• UK Reproducibility Networkvi
While many new initiatives have launched in recent years, prior to the now commonly used
phrase “reproducibility crisis” and Ioannidis publishing the essay, “Why Most Published
Research Findings are False,” we know that the data services community was supporting
reproducibility in a variety of ways (e.g., data management, data preservation, metadata
standards) in wellestablished consortiums such as Inter-university Consortium for Political and
Social Research (ICPSR) (Ioannidis, 2005).
The articles in this issue comprise several very important aspects of reproducible research:
•
•
•

Identification of barriers to reproducibility and solutions to such barriers
Evidence synthesis as related to transparent reporting and reproducibility
Reflection on how information professionals, researchers, and librarians perceive the
reproducibility crisis and how they can partner to help solve it.
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The issue begins with “Reproducibility literature analysis” which looks at existing resources and
literature to identify barriers to reproducibility and potential solutions. The authors have
compiled a comprehensive list of resources with annotations that include definitions of key
concepts pertinent to the reproducibility crisis.
The next article addresses data reuse from the perspective of a large research university. The
authors examine instances of both successful and failed data reuse instances and identify best
practices for librarians interested in conducting research involving the common forms of data
collected in an academic library.
Systematic reviews are a research approach that involves the quantitative and/or qualitative
synthesis of data collected through a comprehensive literature review. “Methods reporting that
supports reader confidence for systematic reviews in psychology” looks at the reproducibility of
electronic literature searches reported in psychology systematic reviews.
A fundamental challenge in reproducing or replicating computational results is the need for
researchers to make available the code used in producing these results. But sharing code and
having it to run correctly for another user can present significant technical challenges. In
“Reproducibility, preservation, and access to research with Reprozip, Reproserver” the authors
describe open source software that they are developing to address these challenges.
Taking a published article and attempting to reproduce the results, is an exercise that is
sometimes used in academic courses to highlight the inherent difficulty of the process. The final
article in this issue, “ReprohackNL 2019: How libraries can promote research reproducibility
through community engagement” describes an innovative library-based variation to this exercise.

Harrison Dekker, Data Librarian, University of Rhode Island
Amy Riegelman, Social Sciences Librarian, University of Minnesota
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